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A top design team for half the price
No more stressing about your freelancers, or finding the right internal hire.


Book a call with Bex
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We’ve got you covered for all things UX

Book a call with Bex
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Thinking and defining
From inception of new products or features, or understanding the competitor landscape.


Problem definition

Competitor research

UX audit

Work plans & UX strategy
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Empathizing & user research
Whether you know a lot about your customers, or are discovering your niche.


Remote user research

Usability testing

User journey mapping

Customer personas
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Ideation & designs
Nothing short of beautiful, well considered, world class designs.


Facilitating design workshops

Website, landing page & app design

Design systems

Wireframing, prototyping & high-fidelity

Webflow build
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Testing & iteration
Because you can never learn enough from listening to your customers.


User testing

Analytics

A/B testing

User feedback & surveys
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[image: purple quote icon]Super stoked to get started on more projects with you when this one is done!

Xuan
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Awesome! Loved the videos, loved the tips - all round great ideas. Just wanted to say that I am really impressed.

Connor
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The process is easy on my end, I wake up to progress every day and I know my product is in good hands

Johnny
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Let’s be partners.


Basic
For small start-ups, agencies, or larger product teams who need UX design stuff done. Fast.


$4,995
USD/month
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Subscribe nowBook a call

Pro
For fast growing start-ups who need UX guidance. We'll integrate more into the teams daily decisions.


$5,995
USD/month
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[image: ]We'll join a weekly meeting & your Slack channels
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Forget the hiring headaches.
Save more time.
No more stressing about your freelancers, or finding the right internal hire.


Book a call with Bex
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